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SUMMARY
I am an experienced software engineer, team/project lead and software architect. I've 
designed and implemented a variety of highly scalable software systems, across many 
platforms and languages. My preferred language is Go (Golang), but I am proficient in many 
others (PHP, Kotlin, Python, Swift, Java, ...).

My strongest quality is that I can architect, lead, and execute software projects from 
beginning to end, including everything that comes with it: architecture designs, team 
leadership, writing code, testing, deployment, and production monitoring. I enjoy writing 
code the most, but I love being that "all in one" guy. I've demonstrated this across many 
multi-year projects.

I have extensive Linux and systems engineering knowledge, and I love fiddling with low level 
things. I do not shy away from becoming an expert in new technologies if needed (or just for 
fun), be it languages (e.g. Kotlin, Swift), or software (e.g. Ceph, KVM, OpenStack).

Outside of work, I dedicate most of my time to my family, but I also enjoy writing open 
source software. Currently, I am working on a push notification tool called ntfy ( 9.8k stars).

EXPERIENCE
Datto - Norwalk, CT – Sr. Principal Software Engineer
NOVEMBER 2018 – PRESENT

• Transformation project “Back to the Future”: Designed, lead and implemented the 
conversion/migration of the hyper-converged SaaS platform (ZFS-based nodes) to 
a distributed, horizontally scalable platform to cut storage cost in half. This involved 
700+ physical 4U servers, >400 PB of backup data and >1 billion backup items per 
day. I named and ran this project for 2.5yrs. Tech: Scala (w/ Akka), Go, OpenStack 
Swift, Elasticsearch, clustered MySQL, K8s. Related blog post (outlining MySQL 
challenges):  heckel.io/r/mysql

• Greenfield project “RLY”: Designed and implemented RLY, a highly-available 
distributed system that allows customers and tech support to remotely connect to 
their backup appliances using SSH/VNC through a NAT. The application is running on 
100k edge devices around the globe, and used by 1,000s of users every day. It has 
been running for 3 years without user-facing outages. Tech: PHP, Cassandra, 
HAproxy. Blog post: heckel.io/r/  rly  
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Datto - Norwalk, CT – Principal Software Engineer
JUNE 2016 – NOVEMBER 2018

• Lead four Scrum teams as the sole Principal Engineer, working on product features 
for the backup appliance (Datto’s cash cow product). This includes design and 
implementation of features, as well as presenting at Datto’s customer conference 
(DattoCon). Between 2015-2018, I presented 7 times across the globe, in front of up 
to 2,500 customers. Tech: PHP/Go, ZFS, Linux, block devices, KVM/libvirt, vSphere, 
iSCSI, Hyper-V. Video: heckel.io/r/dattocon17

• Greenfield project “image based upgrades”(IBU): Designed and implemented a 
mechanism to perform operating system and software upgrades for backup 
appliances. This mechanism is used to upgrade 100k backup devices every 2 weeks. 
It’s been in use for 4 years. It includes kernel and software upgrades. Tech stack: 
grub, debootstrap, ZFS, initramfs, ext4. Blog post: heckel.io/r/ibu

• Greenfield project to provide 100k backup appliances with Let’s Encrypt TLS 
certificates to provide HTTPS for the local device web app (which is behind the 
customer’s NAT). This involved implementing the ACME protocol with the DNS 
challenge, and deploying it at scale. This process has been running for 4 years and 
issues >600k certificates per year. Tech: PHP, OpenSSL, PowerDNS, ACME. Blog 
post: heckel.io/r/letsencrypt

Datto - Reading, UK – Sr. Software Engineer & Team Lead
JANUARY 2015 – JUNE 2016

• Worked on and delivered product features for the backup appliance, first as team 
member, and later as Team Lead. Tech: PHP, ZFS, Linux, VirtualBox/libvirt, vSphere.

• Greenfield project “Datto Drive”: Integrated file sync software “ownCloud” into the 
backup appliance, and made it available from the Internet through the end user NAT. I 
also presented this at Datto’s customer conference (DattoCon). Tech: PHP/JS, SSH 
tunnels.

Deutsche Bank - Germany – Solution Architect
JUNE 2012 – DECEMBER 2014

• Worked on integrating the combined system landscapes for Deutsche Bank and 
Postbank after their merger, mainly in the area of Output Management. Responsible 
Solution Architect for the Output Management System (OMS).

• Developed integration scenarios for business processes, evaluated architecture 
alternatives, and provided consulting on best practices and architecture principles. 
Reviewed source code of offshore developers.

Deutsche Bank - Germany – Business Analyst / Solution Architect Trainee
SEPTEMBER 2011 – JUNE 2012

• Business Analysis in Private Wealth Management IT
• Solution Architect in Private & Business Clients IT, Banking 
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SKILLS
Go (preferred), PHP (w/ Symfony), JavaScript (w/ React), Scala (w/ Akka), Kotlin, Swift, Java,
Python, Bash, HTML, CSS, REST, MySQL, Orchestrator, Consul, Elasticsearch, HAproxy, 
nginx, Cryptography (AES-GCM, PBKDF2, ...), OpenStack, Ceph, KVM, vSphere, Hyper-V, 
AWS (EC2, S3, Route53, Cloud Front, SES), Azure, Docker, Redis, Cassandra, gRPC, 
Protobuf, Linux (storage, boot process, image based upgrades, ..), iSCSI, File systems 
(ZFS, NTFS), Git, Salt, Ansible, Test Driven Development, Scrum

EDUCATION
University of Mannheim, Germany – M.Sc. - Business Informatics (2009 – 2012)
Singapore Management University, Singapore – Semester Abroad (2010)
University of Mannheim, Germany – B.Sc. - Business Informatics (2006 - 2009)
University of Sussex, UK – Semester Abroad (2008)

PROJECTS
ntfy: open-source pub-sub notification service with REST API
OCTOBER 2021 – PRESENT
ntfy is a simple HTTP-based pub-sub notification service. It allows sending notifications to 
phone or desktop via scripts or from any program. I run a free version of it at ntfy.sh. It runs 
on a EC2 and handles 100k messages a day. There's also an open source Android and iOS 
app. Tech: Go, Kotlin, Swift, JavaScript (w/ React). GitHub: binwiederhier/ntfy ( 9.8k stars)
Syncany: Secure open-source file sync tool (similar to Dropbox)
JANUARY 2011– JUNE 2016
Syncany is an open-source cloud storage and filesharing application. It allows users to 
backup and share certain folders of their workstations using any kind of storage, e.g. FTP, 
Amazon S3 or Google Storage. The project is on hiatus, but I’m still incredibly proud of it. 
Tech: Java SE. Website: syncany.org, GitHub: syncany/syncany ( 1.6k stars)

PATENTS
Multi-Client Backup Deduplication Apparatuses, Methods and Systems
US20210318934A1 · Issued Oct 14, 2021 · Blog post: heckel.io/r/fsdup
System and method for performing an image-based update
US10795688B2 · Issued Oct 6, 2020 · Blog post: heckel.io/r/ibu
Hybrid cloud methods, apparatus and systems for secure file sharing and synchronization
with backup and server virtualization
US10872016B2 · Issued Dec 22, 2020
Systems, methods and computer readable media for business continuity and disaster 
recovery (BCDR)
US10860442B2 · Issued Dec 8, 2020
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